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HELLOMY NAME IS

Jack

Our main
character, Jack,

begins the book in
his perspective

describing his fifth
birthday. 

Jack and his Ma are being help captive
by a man we meet later in the book.

They're in a 10 X 10 foot room. 

One huge metal door, a strange man
dubbed Old Nick, and no windows,
except for what Jack refuses to as
Skylight. How is Jack supposed to

grow up normal without seeing the
real world?

Setting the Stage

A five year-old boy and a women
wanting freedom for each other. What

can happen?



In order to escape
captivity and Old Nick,

the pair hatch a plan
involving Jack to play
dead, like he has been

really sick.

Turns out,  Old Nick is severely numb, as
assumed. The plan works! Tricking Old Nick

into thinking the child had died, Ma wraps
Jack in a carpet and throws him into his truck.
But, Jack was told bullet by bullet what to do

when the truck stops.

Jacks plan is a
little foiled when
he steps on grass
for the first time

in his little
life and he really

gets to see the
world, stopping

him from escaping
fast. 

To start us
off...



When Jack is reunited
with his mother, their

journey out of the room
begins.

The Relationship of Old Nick and Ma

I wouldn't say that the relationship is
really there. Ma doesn't want a
relationship as shown, since he

kidnapped her. Old Nick seems to
think of Ma as a wife of some sort. 

No matter what, Ma never lets Jack
see Old Nick. To be honest, if I was in

this situation, neither would I.



Their Relationship

Jack
& Ma

Jack has never met
anyone face to face

but Ma. Although
Jack is young, he may
sometimes get fed up

with his Ma. 

Deep down we see that Jack and Ma
always have a loving connecting, even
though Old Nick, whom is the man who
took her, made her conceive the child

with him.

The relationship between Jack and Ma
is like any other mother and son

relationship in the modern world,
except for the fact that the child has

never been outside of the room.

Ma asks Jack to do
something he never thought

possible to ask. Playing
dead is for dogs, right?



Important Events
The first

important event
that advances

the plot is
when Jack gets
out of the room.

This particular part is
significant because of the
fact that Jack has never

seen anything but the sky
through the skylight. It is

his first time seeing the
world without four walls.

And he realizes it's nothing
like he's seen on the TV.



Another important
event is when Ma,
named originally

Sharon, is reunited
with her parents.

This part is significant because is shows,
through the dialogue, and through Ma's

emotions, that she has really been
missed. Although they seem loving, you

can see the relationship is a little rocky. I
also chose this part in the book as to show

significance because it is the first time
Jack is meeting his grandparents.



Another, yet scary, 
important event that

happened in Room was
when Ma tried to commit

suicide.

Ma tried to kill herself by over dosing on
pills, and is found by Jack in the

bathroom passed out. Although it is dark
and scary, it is true to the story and is

very important to the plot. It shows that
maybe Ma can't handle everything about

the new world. For example, she might
not think she has the necessary skills for
showing Jack the world. Also, sadly, she

might be very scared because she was
raped severely by Old Nick. She may feel
as though she has no other way out. But,

we find how Jack helps her later in the
book.



Throughout the whole book, there are a
lot of events leading up to the end,

where, although there is a lot of love
between almost all the characters, we
see the true love between Jack and Ma

really come alive. 

We see this when they do something
courageous hand in hand. And we see

that they realize neither would be alive
if it weren't for the other. Now if that
isn't true love, I don't know what is.


